


Before Cochet Pais’s incredible work, this opolent french apartment was all set 
in just one floor, with a surface of 150 m2. The project consists of the elevation 
of the building, to create an additional floor, transforming the luxury residence 

into a 250 m2 duplex facing the port of Cannes. 

THE CONSTRUCTION, REMODELING, AND DECORATION WERE DONE OVER 2 YEARS.

Created by Yannick Cochet and Gregory Païs, the studio developed this 
amazing French apartment overlooking the port of Cannes. COVET HOUSE 
was the perfect fit for this exquisite projects. With a wide range of styles and 
categories, from casegoods to bathtubs, with renowned brands like BOCA 
DO LOBO, DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, 
LUXXU, ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE 

LATTE providing pieces and inspiration to this family-owned design studio. 

The incredible two-bedroom apartment is luxuriously designed but uses 
neutral colors to bring a sense of soberness to the overall ambiance. Neutral 
tones are transcendent to all the divisions but are even more evident in the 

living and dining room.  

An open space room with the contrast between the softness of the velvet 
upholstery and the harshness of the marbles and woods in the architecture of 
the spaces. The ceilings are detailed and stand out with a set of ceiling lights 

and chandeliers, and all the furniture is geometric and placed strategically. 

A Luxurious Collaboration

The design project has several pieces from top luxury brands such 
as the dining table by FENDI, a sofa design by LONGHI and the 
chandelier that goes from the living to the dining area from 
LASVI. But the truly stand out piece is definitely the Lapiz 
Center Table from BOCA DO LOBO. The french word 
is the name given to the typical karst formations 
produced by surface dissolution of limestone or 
dolomite rocks. The polished brass details and 
mirrored sides attribute this luxury design 
artwork an artic yet comfy and warm 
beauty. Definitely a statement piece for 
this deluxe interior design.





The black pronunciations like the big indoor frames gives a posh touch to keep the 
majestic apartment as modern as rich, worthy of a Cannes scenario and vibe. 

Still in the dining room, complementing the dining table by FENDI is a exquisite 
set of Charla Dining Chairs by LUXXU. Using the same velvet fabric as the sofas, 
this upholstered piece is a splendid object of boundless elegance. Its marvellous 
design is the perfect example of timeless lines with a modern twist, by using a 
complexity of luxurious materials, such as velvet, brass and lacquered wood. 

Creating a cohesive and contemporary aesthetic to the open space area. 

Open spaces and a very high-end and contemporary aesthetic are felt 
throughout all the apartment. The use of different patterns, materials and 

fabrics turns this duplex into a unique project. 

The kitchen uses high-end appliances and utensils, and still uses those neutral 
tones ranging from beiges, browns and nudes, but completely standouts from 

the other rooms by using a more classic design approach.

A truly exciting room.

NEUTRAL TONES ACCENT THE WIDENESS OF THE SPACES AND PROVIDE AND EVEN 
MORE LUXURIOUS SOUL. 



The rooms still present the straight lines and the similar materials from the 
living room, which are transcendent to all the apartment. Having some details 
in the flooring and the chandelier of the master bedroom that differentiate the 
bedrooms from each other. The golden brass details are the aspects that star in 
the small furniture pieces, and are not found in anywhere else in the apartment.

Other highly modern and aesthetically pleasing, using organic shapes mixed with 
the straight contemporary lines is the bathroom suite, which monotone colours 

set the tone for a deluxe space. 

THE MASTER BEDROOM IS STILL COMPLEMENTED BY THE FANTASTIC VIEW OF 
CANNES SKYLINE. 

COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL,BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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